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Use of English
by Attila the Stockbroker
The phrase ‘politically correct’
Is not at all what you’d expect
But how has it been hĳacked so?
I’m going to tell you, ‘cos I know.
You’d think it should mean kind and smart
Radical and stout of heart
Away of living decently.
Well, so it did, till recently.
And then some cringing, nerdy divs
Sweaty, misogynistic spivs
Sad, halitosis-ridden hacks
All wearing lager-stained old macs
With spots and pustules and split ends
And absolutely zero friends
(Yes, living, breathing running sores:
The right wing’s press’s abject whores)
Were all told, by their corporate chiefs
To rubbish decent folks’ beliefs
To label with the phrase ‘PC’
All that makes sense to you and me
And write off our progressive past
Their articles came thick and fast
The editors gladly received them
And loads of idiots believed them.
You’ll find that most who use the term
Will only do so to affirm
Sad, bigoted, outdated views
They’ve swallowed via the Murdoch news.
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I first came across Attila the Stockbroker (real
name John Baine) at the Aldeburgh Poetry
Festival in 2015. He was down to earth, direct
and didn’t appear to have too many good
words to say about Poetry Book Publishers or
Poetry People in general. And yet there was
something engaging about the man. I now own
three of his books and the poem I have chosen is
‘Use of English’ from his Collection entitled
Selected Poems and Song Lyrics 1998-2008.
Admittedly it lacks many qualities we look for
in poetry but I like this poem because it is sharp
and in your face. There is no question about the
message. It is very much on the basis of – what
you see is what you get. It rhymes, too; nothing
subtle or clever, and yet it flows and has energy
to carry it along.
For me it raises (as well as the aspect of
language) the labels we put on people or their
views, sometimes all too easily and without a
great deal of thought - flakey, woke, non-PC,

socialist, racist, Nimby. In politics this happens
too often; for example, the Prime Minister
recently referred to the leader of the opposition
as ‘Captain Hindsight’, thereby implying that it
was impossible for the Labour Leader to look
forward to the future – a label that by
implication is belittling.
Here, the poem raises the issue of language and
for poets each and every word counts, has its
place and matters. We are not liberal with
adjectives and adverbs. It is right therefore to
speak up, remark upon what is happening and
taking place, point out what is not the use of
language but its misuse or abuse. Attila does
that in his own inimitable way and I think quite
effectively in words and references that are
colloquial.

John Vaughan


